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Student C returned for the Fall 2019 semester to work as a graduate assistant on a National 
Endowment for the Humanities-funded project utilizing ArcGIS StoryMaps. The student 
previously worked on the project in Spring 2019 creating metadata for all of the digital assets. 
They started their second semester as a graduate assistant with the CAHC and their second 
semester in the UA Little Rock Master of Arts in Public History program. They did not follow a 
Fall 2019 graduate assistant syllabus and instead received assignments and feedback directly 
from their supervising archivist.  
 
The student learning outcomes for this student, assessed by their supervising archivist, 
included:  Locate and evaluate primary and secondary sources; Conduct sophisticated historical 
analysis; Create artifacts (exhibits, websites, lesson plans) targeted at a nonacademic audience 
and/or organize events targeted at a nonacademic audience; Apply fundamental principles and 
practices of digitization. 
 
Student C proficiently completed the four assessed student learning outcomes. They located 
primary and secondary sources using the catalog system at the Bobby Robert’s Library. The 
student accessed these resources in the research room of the Bobby Robert’s Library and 
checked out UA Little Rock archival material to use in their workspace. They also checked out 
secondary sources at the Main Street Library.  
 
Student C successfully created three narrative storymaps with CAHC primary sources and 
various secondary sources. These storymaps explored humanities questions on interstate 
construction, urban renewal programs, and school segregation. The storymaps included 
newspaper clippings, digitized open-reel film, architectural drawings, photographs, and video 
interviews with UA Little Rock and Hendrix College faculty. The storymaps were approved by 
the student’s supervising archivist and sent to the other CAHC archivists for review. The 
student’s storymaps were engaging and highly-detailed.  
 
Student C applied fundamental principles and practices of digitization in the creation of the three 
narrative storymaps. They followed the CAHC Digitization Manual and received instruction on 
use of CAHC equipment, including the flatbed scanner and overhead scanner.  
 
Student C offered feedback that will be considered in future projects with students. They 
suggested including students in meetings with staff and outside collaborators. They wanted a 
clearer vision of the project and how their work fit into the CAHC’s larger goals. They perceived 
a lack of strong community outreach and wanted to work on this area in the future. This student 
also wanted greater structure for their assignments. They thought open-ended tasks made it 
more difficult to keep on track in a large project. This student started as a processing graduate 
assistant in Spring 2020 and these suggestions were taken into consideration when adding 
social media and outreach assignments to their syllabus. Their suggestions were also shared 
among CAHC staff. This student’s learning outcomes will change for the Spring 2020 semester 
because of the student’s move to work in a traditional processing graduate assistant position. 
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